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About This Content

Wanted - Dead or Alive!
The weapons that tamed the west. The Western Weapon Pack is our 21st DLC for PAYDAY 2. Stare down the law with these
older than old school weapons that still pack a punch. Automatic fire is for people who can't aim anyway, right?
Make your bullets count with the Peacemaker .45 Revolver where six bullets is enough to see six helmets fly. For those who
need a few bullets more there is the Repeater 1874 Sniper Rifle. The Plainsrider Bow if you need no bullets at all. An arrow
kills and doesn't make a sound. Unless you attach a pack of dynamite to it, which you can. The dynamite also comes as a
throwable so you don't need to go through the potential hassle of having a bow. Ride off into the sunset with four new masks,
patterns and achievements. Giddy up!
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Key Features

•Plainsrider Bow – Iron firearms may have ultimately won the West, but the Osage flatbow was dominant for over a thousand
years. A tool for hunters and warriors, the flatbow was the true weapon of the West. Its powerful arrows come in two varieties,
classic stone-tipped and a new iteration of explosive tips with sticks of dynamite!

•Repeater 1874 – Need to shoot the head off a dirty ol' rattlesnake at 100 yards? Then you, good sir, need a Repeater 1874.
This lever-actioned rifle became an icon of the Old West, due to its accuracy and reliability. Even though it's old it can still pick
off any swarm of lawenforces fairly quick, and look good doing it. Nothing is as satisfying as level-action.

•Peacemaker .45 – The Pistol That Won The Old West. Cheap as a sack of corn, with ammunition available at any trading post,
the Peacemaker .45 was the outlaws' weapon. Being the gun that killed Harlan "Big H" Leinard helped its notoriety. Make your
bullets count and be rewarded accordingly.
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•Dynamite! – Swedish engineer, Alfred Nobel, discovered dynamite and its effectiveness in blasting rock. But it was drunk
prospector, Ol'Kenneth, who discovered its effectiveness in blasting people. Poor Ol'Kenneth never did live to see a day where
he struck gold, but his discovery that is now passed on to you. Ruin and madness is what you will bring. Ol'Kenneth will turn in
his grave from the blast.

•Four new melee weapons – There is a reason why some called it "The Wild West" and without certain protection from the
law, whatever is in your hand will be your protection in the moment. Any tool will do when threatened, so here is four to choose
from!

•Four new masks – Four new masks for you and your band of outlaws to ride into town with. Fight off the law with Desert
Skull, Apache Mystic, Lone Heister and Wild West Classic.
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•Four new materials – Nobody remembers the ones who blend in. To scare the law one must stand out! It might draw a few
more bullets but the effect is worth it. Four new Materials with a Western theme, decide on which one you want to use and rob a
bank like the bandits of old!

•Four new patterns – Four new patterns to take you through that dusty trail. As it is your ritual already, paint your face for
battle with these patterns of the West.

•Four new achievements to unlock – Four new achievments for you to try out your new weapons with. "The Nobel Prize",
"Recycling", "Fastest Gun In The West" and "Pincushion" should be in any gunslinger's accomplishments. Make sure they will
be in yours, softpaw.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: The Butcher's Western Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2015
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS:Windows XP SP3
Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:13 GB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible
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Fun, challenging, and unique. I like it and its concept. But, sometimes frustrating when you loose all your lives and have to play
the whole world over again (5 levels in a world). If you like a challenge get it. If you're easily frustraited, dont get it. You'll die a
lot in later levels from random difficulty spikes.. Very challenging
- Lots of interesting gameplay mechanics.
- A lot of replayability
- Amazing soundtrack, which is also included when you buy the game
The only issue is that one of the mechanics is not straight forward. So, after you've tried the first stage for the first time and
failed (which is prolly gonna happen at the first boss), take a minute to read this guide.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=169062821. It's a casual, relaxed game. It's pretty short, but it's
enjoyable and the art style is aesthetically pleasing. The colors and music are soft, and it's really soothing. There's beauty in the
simplicity, and it's a nice way to take your mind off of a stressful day. Because it's generally so short, I'd recommend buying it
on sale rather than buying it full price. It's a cute game, though.. It's like carmageddon with no sense of humour of fun
gameplay.

But if you see it for almost nothing, then you may as well buy it for a dumb game about running over zombies.. I hate to give
this game a bad review as the driving physics (on dirt and gravel at least) have definitely improved but its not worth a AAA
price tag.
Force feedback does not compare to its successor.
Connection to racenet has always been sketchy, it can take multiple tries to even download online events in Dirt Rally.
Deciding to require an internet connection to play offline is a very shortsighted choice.
Worst of all however, was hitting a pay wall within 2 hours of playing the game. 90 CDN $ for an unlocked game is outrageous
in its current state.
Hope to play this game someday I guess.
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10 MINUTES IN, I'M FEELING HIGH... ��. If you enjoy exploration games you should get a kick out of this one, it's a little on
the short side, and I could have used a bit more structure in the the storytelling, but enjoyable none the less.. OMG this game is
soooo dab
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥HUD
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥controls
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥bots
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ammount of players online
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and bad optimized graphics
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥game. This is a beautiful, peaceful lazy-day simulator. You can watch the day and the seasons go by.
Pros: you can go for a nice walk when there's too much weather to go outside in the real world.
Cons: I accidentally kicked my bike over a mountain and couldn't get it back.. This game is just fun. Although it doesn't have
much replayability once you beat all three worlds, the journey there is amazing :) Especially if you can get it right now during
the Autumn sale. It is a very Very cute game with well done visual effects and fun gameplay. :3. SUCKS♥♥♥♥♥♥♥I
DOWNLOADED I DELEDET IT AND I WANT TO BUY AN ESEA PREMIUM BUT IT SAYS THAT I ALREADY HAVE
THE GAME ♥♥♥♥ THIS
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